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A NEW PARADIGM:
What Matters Most to IT Leaders Now

2020 HAS USHERED IN A
NEW ERA FOR IT LEADERS.

THE UNPLANNED
EVENTS SO FAR THIS
YEAR MAKE IT

The unplanned events so far this year make it impossible to

IMPOSSIBLE TO

continue “business as usual.” At the beginning of the

CONTINUE “BUSINESS

pandemic, IT leaders were trying to find their footing.

AS USUAL.”

Talking about “the new normal” helped bring some order to
the chaos and turbulence. Now that we’re more than four
months in, IT leaders are now forging new paradigms.
Today, IT leaders are faced with overwhelming, competing
challenges with no modern precedent and many find
themselves in uncharted waters. There are a multitude of
reasons for CIOs to be cautious about what’s ahead. The
only thing that’s certain is there is uncertainty on the
horizon.
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Shrinking or static budgets make it tough to
reliably meet today’s business demands
Business demands continue to shift as IT
leaders persevere in finding their footing and
developing their new paradigms
Security concerns continue to escalate – more
so than ever before
IT resources are more limited than ever, with
IT staff being furloughed or laid off
During

the

early

part

of

the

pandemic,

we

surveyed two-thousand CIOs, VPs of IT, and IT
Directors and asked them to tell us how their
priorities shifted. We published those findings in
our first white paper, The New Normal: What
Matters Most to IT Leaders at This Time.
The results showed that the early part of the year
was phase one – triage. CIOs had to deal with the
immediate

crisis

response

plans.

Across

the

country – and the world – organizations rapidly
made

an

unprecedented

shift

to

digital

communications and business models. In fact,
technology has emerged as the undeniable driver

TECHNOLOGY
HAS EMERGED
AS THE
UNDENIABLE
DRIVER OF
BUSINESS
CONTINUITY.

of business continuity.
Since then, we surveyed just over 2,300 CIOs, VPs
of IT and IT Directors to learn more about how
they handled the first part of the crisis and what
their

priorities

results

tell

an

will

be

moving

interesting

story

forward.
about

The
their

progression, what they’re still focused on and
what still needs to be addressed as they move
forward. It’s clear IT leaders have since moved to
phase two – a new paradigm. They’re challenging
old assumptions, and supporting the changing
needs of their organization to ensure they can
operate securely and resiliently. With budgets
under

pressure

everywhere,

many

are

re-

deploying funds towards technologies that will
take their organizations into a more resilient and
digital future.
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Top

IT Priorities

Faced with uncertainty at all levels, organizations need the agility to
respond quickly and cost efficiently to new and unforeseen challenges and
opportunities. In May and June, the three highest priorities among IT
leaders were cybersecurity, cloud and networking initiatives.

62.4%

30.9%

26.4%

CYBERSECURITY

CLOUD

NETWORKING
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TOP THREE PRIORITIES

1) CYBERSECURITY
Cybersecurity is still the highest priority and
biggest concern among CIOs, VPs of IT and IT
Directors. In May and June, 1,436 of the 2,301 IT
leaders surveyed said that cybersecurity is their
number one priority, representing 62.4% of all IT
leaders surveyed. This rose by 17% from April and
May,

with

42.25%

of

IT

leaders

saying

that

cybersecurity was top of mind for them.
2020 has changed how people work, and IT
leaders are rethinking cybersecurity to reflect
new paradigms. As networks and cloud stretches
to

adapt

to

the

new

reality,

cybersecurity

strategies must be expanded, too.
As we move into the third quarter of 2020, it’s
obvious

these

are

no

longer

short-term

disruptions. They’re here for the long-term and IT
leaders are prioritizing a more strategic and
expanded approach to cybersecurity.

AS NETWORKS
AND CLOUD
STRETCHES TO
ADAPT TO THE
NEW REALITY,
CYBERSECURITY
STRATEGIES
MUST BE
EXPANDED, TOO.

Work from home is the new norm. IT is tasked
with increasing connectivity and providing for
continuous, secure access to applications and
data across endpoints. The dynamic nature of
users, applications, endpoints and networks has
increased the surface area for potential breaches
and cyberattacks have increased along with the
rapid worldwide spread of the pandemic.
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IT leaders are looking to implement multi-faceted defenses and next-generation security
strategies. They want to be more proactive in their approach to cybersecurity. They’re
focused on strengthening the perimeter and fortifying endpoint protection. They also
need to provide a great end-user experience without sacrificing IT security and control.

Here’s a breakdown of IT security priorities among IT leaders:

,

Cybersecurity (602)
Network Security (341)
Endpoint Security (308)
Cloud Security (112)
SIEM/SOC (73)
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2) CLOUD INITIATIVES
Cloud adoption is soaring in this post-pandemic
world. It’s in the number two spot for highest IT
priorities in May and June, with 30.9% of the IT
leaders who responded saying they are highly
focused on cloud initiatives – a total of 711 of the
2,301 CIOs, VPs of IT and IT Directors surveyed.
Although this is the second biggest priority IT
leaders are addressing in May and June, it’s still
down from 42.68% in March and April, when cloud

CLOUD
ADOPTION IS
SOARING.

was in the number three spot for IT priorities. That’s
a decrease by 11.78%.
We’ve seen a surge in implementation across all
types of cloud-native applications. The demand for
cloud-based video conferencing, online learning and
telemedicine has skyrocketed.
Most IT leaders addressed the initial and urgent
move to cloud at the beginning of the pandemic,
although the demand for cloud continues to grow
and evolve.

We got more granular in our surveys around cloud initiatives this time around.
Here’s a breakdown of where organizations are putting their cloud budgets:
,

Cloud/Hybrid Cloud Solutions (268)
Cloud Storage (137)
Cloud Migration (116)
Cloud Data Protection (107)
Cloud Monitoring (77)
Cloud Acceleration (6)
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3) NETWORKING
Networking took the number three spot for IT
priorities in May and June with 607 of the
2,301

CIOs,

VPs

of

IT

and

IT

Directors

surveyed stating that networking initiatives
were

at

the

top

of

their

priority

list,

representing about 26.4% of the IT leaders
who responded to our survey.
It’s interesting to note that networking didn’t
even make the top 15 in March and April.
Networking and network performance were
numbers 16 and 17 on the list of priorities in
the earlier part of the lockdown.
With the first part of the crisis handled and
urgent priorities addressed, we’ve seen a
move

towards

building

the

necessary

infrastructure and networks to support a
much

more

digitized

world.

Now

that

organizations have had remote workers in
place for more than four months, IT leaders
reveal that networks have been stressed and
the demand for bandwidth is at an all-time
high.

NETWORKS HAVE
BEEN STRESSED AND
THE DEMAND FOR
BANDWIDTH
IS AT AN ALL-TIME
HIGH

Many of the IT leaders we’ve spoken to have
told us that they will continue with remote
work models. What began as a short-term
solution to the lockdown has turned out to
be a really effective way to work. Many
organizations are exploring and evaluating
moving

away

completely

from

and

physical

continuing

real
forward

estate
with

remote workforces exclusively.
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IT

leaders

are

looking

to

evolve

beyond

the

traditional core network perimeter. Mostly because
there’s

no

longer

a

traditional

core

network

perimeter. When it comes to the way we work,
things will never return to pre-pandemic norms. The
survey data tells an evolving story about networks
and networking: how networks operate will never be
the same. The idea that there is a network center
and then there is everything else is an old way of
thinking. That was life before the lockdown. The
new paradigm: Humans are the new perimeter now
and humans are working from everywhere.
Networks must meet the new tomorrow. We’re all

HUMANS ARE
THE NEW
PERIMETER NOW.

relying on digital connections now more than ever
before so it’s critical that the connections are fast,
secure, reliable and scalable. Now, organizations
have no choice but to approach security, cloud and
networking with a single, unified strategy.

Here’s a breakdown of networking initiatives and network priorities among the
2,301 IT leaders surveyed:
,

Network Performance & Monitoring (307)
Networking Solutions/Gear (185)
VPN (70)
SD-WAN (45)
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So What Does the Future Hold?
The

events

of

2020

so

far

have

been

the

ultimate

catalyst

for

digital

transformation. IT leaders are now beyond the fight or flight response they had at
the

beginning

infrastructure

of
to

the

lockdown.

support

a

They

digitized,

know

that

building

post-pandemic

the

necessary

is

essential.

world

Uncertainty is the only certainty as we move through to the second half of the
strangest year in modern times.
Our survey data shows that CIOs are deploying fundamental changes in their
playbooks that include:

Prioritizing a more strategic
and expanded approach to
cybersecurity

Steady implementation across
all types of cloud-native
applications

Building the necessary
infrastructure and networks to
support an increasingly more
digitized world.

The top priorities of CIOs, VPs of IT and IT Directors –
cybersecurity, cloud and networking – have now converged.
Organizations must tackle security, cloud and
networking with a single, unified strategy.
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IT leaders are under incredible pressure to deliver value through technology to
enable their organizations forward. A lot of companies are operating in survival
mode. Many have shared that they need to pull back on expenditures or operate
on tight budgets. They need to pivot and re-direct funds to their highest IT
priorities. Everything else will have to wait. They’re furloughing staff and
resources are tight. Many want to get out of the costly business of managing onpremise infrastructure and data centers.
Shifting investments from CapEx to OpEx was a trend we were hearing and seeing
before the lockdown and it has only accelerated. IT leaders now find themselves
needing to reduce upfront costs and move to an OpEx model with predictable
economics. “As a service” models are more attractive now than ever before. IT
leaders want to lower total cost of ownership and reduce technical debt. Flexible
consumption solutions allow IT leaders to pay for technology as they need it or as
they use it. Flexible financing options and payment solutions are appealing and
can help take the pressure off their already squeezed IT budgets.
There’s uncertainty on the horizon.

A wait-and-see approach isn’t going to

power your organization through these tough times. Our survey data reveals what
your peers are focused on and what changes they’re implementing in their
playbooks to come back stronger. In times of crisis, organizations need leaders
who know what direction to take and who can steer the company in that direction
with confidence. Don’t wait for circumstances to force a change in direction.

We’re here to help. We’re partnered
with tech partners who are ready to
work with you to enable business
continuity and help you move
forward, whatever your IT priorities
are.
Contact us today.
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